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This section aids students in preparing for
the Comptia A+ certification test which is the
foundation to a career in Information Technology. After prepping for A+ certification, the class
dives into their Cisco Introduction to Cybersecurity unit. By passing an exam, all students
will have the opportunity to earn recognition by
Cisco.

As part of a cybersecurity lab, Utica High senior Blake Lenzing
attempts to diagnose a computer problem. “The most exciting part about hands-on learning,” Lenzing said, “would have
to be that it’s okay to make mistakes to push yourself to the
next level of knowledge.” Several staff members and students
donated broken computers to the cybersecurity program.
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“You can make a variety of games using Python language,” Utica High senior Vladimir Popadic said. “[I could see myself using it in the
future] not just making games, but also making
gadgets with any type of purpose.”
Python is a coding language associated with
Linux, a computer operating system that rivals
Microsoft’s Windows.

Internet of Things (IoT) Smart Home Kit enables seniors Nicholas Mitchell and Alexa Reynolds to have a hands-on smart
home system experience. Labs include Wifi programming &
control. Labs include monitoring and controlling home temperature and humidity in a web browser; controlling a servo
motor and turning on an LED with a smart phone.

For more information about CTE, contact
Shannon Williams at 586.228.3488 or swilliams@misd.net
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Utica High senior William Edwards utilizes TestOut, an A+
certification preparation course, to complete a virtual simulation in his cybersecurity class. “I’ve learned how to assemble a computer motherboard and use the operating system
Linux,” Edwards said, “and just pretty much how to build a
computer.”
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